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The present study shows that diffusive connections with two long-time delays can induce the stabilization of
a steady state in network oscillators. A linear stability analysis shows that, if the two delay times retain a
proportional relation with a certain bias, the stabilization can be achieved independent of the delay times.
Furthermore, a simple systematic procedure for designing the coupling strength and the delay times in the
connections is proposed. The procedure has the following two advantages: one can employ time delays as long
as one wants and the stabilization can be achieved independently of its network topology. Our analytical results
are applied to the well-known double-scroll circuit model on a small-world network.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Coupled oscillators have attracted growing interest not
only from the viewpoint of academia �1–3� but also in terms
of potential engineering applications such as central pattern
generators for robotic legged locomotion �4�, modular robots
�5�, and sensor networks �6�. Amplitude death, which is a
diffusive-coupling-induced stabilization of unstable fixed
points in coupled oscillators, has been studied for almost 2
decades �7,8�; it is known that this phenomenon never occurs
in coupled identical oscillators �8,9�. On the contrary, if the
coupling signals are delayed upon connection, death can oc-
cur in coupled identical oscillators �10�. This time-delay-
induced death has gained increasing attention in the field of
nonlinear physics �11�. It has been observed in practical sys-
tems such as in electronic circuits �12� and thermo-optical
oscillators �13�. The death has been investigated from vari-
ous viewpoints �9,14–27�.

Amplitude death can be regarded as a stabilization of un-
stable behavior; thus, it would have a great deal of potential
in industry, such as in the stabilization of coupled unstable
laser systems �28,29�. Naturally, we must consider that there
are some practical situations in which long delay times in
connections are inevitable; for example, if two or more un-
stable laser systems that are located a large distance apart are
connected by optical coupling, the signal transmission be-
tween the systems inevitably includes long-time delays due
to the finite propagation speed. However, it was shown that
the long delay time cannot induce amplitude death �29�.

Controlling chaos has been an important subject in non-
linear science. Various control methods have been proposed
and applied to real systems, including electronic circuits, me-
chanical systems, and chemical reactions �30–34�. Among
these methods, delayed feedback control �DFC�, proposed by
Pyragas �35�, has received considerable attention not only in
the field of nonlinear science �36� but also in terms of control
theory �37�. The DFC method is able to stabilize two limit
sets: unstable periodic orbits �UPOs� and unstable fixed

points �UFPs�. Stability analysis of UPOs in DFC systems is
important when designing control systems, but it is not easy,
because it requires solving time-periodic linear systems with
time delays. In recent years, the stability of DFC systems has
been intensively analyzed �38–44�. Furthermore, the stabili-
zation of UFPs has been analytically investigated �45–49�
and has been used in the fields of control theory �50� and
laser systems �51�. However, the DFC method has a disad-
vantage in that it never stabilizes UFPs that have an odd-
number property �48,49,52,73�. To overcome this disadvan-
tage, an observer-based controller �53� and a dynamic
controller �54�, both of which can be designed by a system-
atic procedure, have been proposed.

The DFC method has been widely applied to many ex-
perimental systems, including electronic circuits and me-
chanical systems �36�. In such experimental situations, a de-
layed feedback signal is often implemented by a bucket-
brigade delay-line device �i.e., a series of sample and hold
circuits� or a digital computer with an AD/DA converter
�55,56�. Thus, the operational speeds of these electronic de-
vices often prevent the realization of short delay times, par-
ticularly in fast dynamical systems. Hence, for such experi-
mental situations, there exists a need to have a feedback
controller, the delay times of which can be arbitrarily long.
However, as is well known, long delay times in control sys-
tems cause destabilization. Two results have been reported
that provide useful information in this regard. Yanchuk et al.
demonstrated that if a system without control is sufficiently
close to a Hopf bifurcation point �i.e., weak instability�, the
controller can stabilize a fixed point by using long delay
feedback �57�. Ahlborn and Parlitz proposed a multiple-delay
feedback control �MDFC� method that has two or more delay
times in the feedback signal �58–60�. The advantage of this
control is that the stabilization can be achieved even if the
delay times are long. MDFC has been studied on the basis of
theoretical �59,61� and physical �60� viewpoints. Further-
more, it has been reported that the multiple-delay times tend
to induce the stabilization in various dynamical systems,
such as coupled chaotic maps �62�, a neural network �63�,
and laser systems �64�.

In previous studies, we attempted to apply the concept of
MDFC to amplitude death in a pair of oscillators, but simple*http://www.eis.osakafu-u.ac.jp/~ecs
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systematic procedure for designing connection parameters
could not be derived �65,66�. The main purpose of the
present paper is to extend our previous research to large-
scale coupled oscillators on various network topologies. Fur-
thermore, we provide a simple systematic procedure for de-
signing the coupling strength and the delay times in the
connection. The designed connection has the following two
advantages: one can employ time delays as long as one
wants and the stabilization can be achieved independently of
its network topology. That is, the designed connection is
valid for any long delays and any network topology. Our
theoretical results are applied to the well-known double-
scroll circuit model on a small-world network.

II. COUPLED OSCILLATORS AND STABILITY ANALYSIS

Consider a network consisting of two-dimensional oscil-
lators

Żj�t� = �� + i� − �Zj�t��2�Zj�t� + �uj�t� , �1�

where the complex number Zj�t��C is the state variable of
the jth oscillator. Here, ��0 and ��0 represent the degree
of instability of the fixed point and the oscillator frequency,
respectively. Moreover ��R is the coupling strength and i is
denoted as i=�−1. The coupling signal uj�t��C is given by

uj�t� =
1

dj
	


k=1

N

cjk�Zk�t − �1� + Zk�t − �2��� − 2Zj�t� . �2�

Here, �1,2�0 are the time delays of the coupling signals and
N�2 denotes the total number of oscillators. The network
topology is governed by cjk as follows: if oscillator j is con-
nected to oscillator k, then cjk=ckj =1, otherwise cjk=ckj =0.
The self-delayed signals Zj�t−�1,2� are not allowed to be in-
jected, that is, cjj =0. The number of oscillators that are con-
nected to oscillator j, denoted as the degree of oscillator j,
is written as dj =
k=1

N cjk. Since coupling �2� belongs to a
diffusive-type connection, the stability analysis for network
oscillators can be simplified.

Oscillators �1� with coupling �2� have the homogeneous
steady state: Z�

ª �0 0 ¯ 0�T�CN. The coupled oscilla-
tors are linearized around Z�,

ż j�t� = �� + i��zj�t� + �	 1

dj


k=1

N

cjk�zk�t − �1� + zk�t − �2���
− 2�zj�t� , �3�

where zj�t��C is the variation of oscillator j around the
fixed point Zj

�=0. Substituting zj�t�=bje
�t into the linearized

system �3�, we have

�be�t = ��� + i� + ��D − 2��IN − �DL�be�t,

where Dªexp�−��1�+exp�−��2� and bª �b1 b2 ¯ bN�T.
The elements of L are given by �L� jk=−cjk /dj for �j�k� and
�L� j j =1. Hence, the characteristic equation of system �3� is

det��� − � − i� − ��D − 2��IN + �DL� = 0. �4�

Since L is self-adjoint and positive semidefinite �22,23�, it
can be diagonalized as T−1LT=diag��1 ,�2 , . . . ,�N�, where T

is a diagonal transformation matrix and �q �q=1,2 , . . . ,N�
are the eigenvalues of L. The eigenvalues of L are given by
0=�1	�2	 ¯ 	�N
2 �22,23�. Thus, the characteristic Eq.
�4� can be expressed as a product of characteristic equations
of scalar systems

g��� ª �
q=1

N

ḡ��,�q� = 0, �5�

ḡ��,�q� ª � − � + 2� − i� − �D�1 − �q� . �6�

The homogeneous steady state Z� of the coupled oscillators
on network topology c= �cjk� is stable if and only if all of the
roots � of Eq. �5� lie in the open left half complex plane for
every �q�q=1,2 , . . . ,N�.

Let us investigate the roots of ḡ�� ,�q�=0. The stability
changes only when at least one root crosses the imaginary
axis. To simplify the stability analysis, we shall check the
roots on the axis and estimate the stability region in a param-
eter space ��1 ,�2�. By inserting �= i�I into ḡ�� ,�q�=0, we
obtain its real and imaginary parts

Re�ḡ�i�I,�q�� = 2� − � − ��1 − �q��cos �I�1 + cos �I�2� = 0,

Im�ḡ�i�I,�q�� = �I − � + ��1 − �q��sin �I�1 + sin �I�2� = 0.

�7�

The marginal stability curves are expressed using roots �1,2
of the above equations. Furthermore, to investigate which
direction the roots cross the imaginary axis, the sign of the
real part of d� /d�2 at �= i�I must be checked
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Marginal stability curves for Z�

of the pair of oscillators �N=2, �1=0, �2=2, �=0.1854, �
=3.0470, �=��. Black and red �gray� lines represent the curves for
�1=0 and �2=2, respectively. Bold �thin� lines indicate the curves
with negative �positive� terms �8�.
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Re	 d�

d�2
�

�=i�I

= Re	−
i�I��1 − �q�exp�− i�I�2�

1 + ��1 − �q���1 exp�− i�I�1� + �2 exp�− i�I�2��� , �8�

where �1,2 and �I are the values satisfying Eq. �7�. With
increasing �2, a positive �negative� value of Eq. �8� corre-
sponds to a root crossing the axis from left to right �right to
left�.

The above procedure is now illustrated with the simplest
numerical example �i.e., a pair of oscillators: N=2�. As the
matrices c= �cjk� and L are given by

c = 	0 1

1 0
�, L = 	 1 − 1

− 1 1
� ,

we thus obtain �1=0 and �2=2. The parameters are set to
�=0.1854, �=3.0470, and �=�. Figure 1 shows the mar-
ginal stability curves, estimated using the following numeri-
cal procedure: set a value for �1, solve ḡ�� ,�q�=0 for �2 and
�I numerically, check the sign of Eq. �8�, plot ��1 ,�2�; change
the value of �1, and then return to the first step. The black
and red �gray� lines represent the curves for �1=0 and �2
=2, respectively. The bold �thin� lines indicate the curves
with negative �positive� terms �8�. These curves separate the
parameter space into several regions. We know that when �2
increases and crosses the bold �thin� line upward, we subtract
�add� 1 from �to� the number of unstable roots. Obviously,
for �1=�2=0, ḡ�� ,0�=0 has an unstable root and ḡ�� ,2�=0
has no unstable root. Hence, the outside of the unstable re-
gion including the origin �1=�2=0 is the stability region de-
noted by �. It must be emphasized that the single-delay con-
nection �i.e., �1=�2� can stabilize Z�=0 only for a small
range. A multiple-delay connection, however, can stabilize it
over a wide parameter region �.

III. DESIGN OF CONNECTIONS

This section presents a procedure for designing connec-
tion parameters such as �1,2 and �. In order to derive the
procedure, the stability analysis is divided into the following
three cases: �i� �1=�2=0; �ii� �1�0 and �2=0; �iii� �2=�1
−��, with �1���.

For case �i�, �1=�2=0 are substituted into ḡ�� ,�q�=0. Its
root is given by �=�−2��q+ i�; thus, ḡ�� ,�q�=0 has an
unstable root if

� − 2��q � 0 �9�

is satisfied.
For case �ii�, �2=0 is substituted into ḡ�� ,�q�=0. Its real

and imaginary parts at �= i�I are written by

Re�ḡ�i�I,�q�� = 2� − � − ��1 − �q��cos �I�1 + 1� = 0,

�10�

Im�ḡ�i�I,�q�� = �I − � + ��1 − �q�sin �I�1 = 0. �11�

The elimination of �1 from Eqs. �10� and �11� yields

�� − �I�2 = �2� − ���� − 2��q� .

Thus we note that if �2�−����−2��q��0, then some of the
roots cross the imaginary axis at

�1
���n� ª

1

�I
��Cos−1���1 + �q� − �

��1 − �q� � + 2n�� ,

�12�

�I
��

ª � � ��2� − ���� − 2��q� . �13�

Here, �I
�� are the points where the root crosses the imagi-

nary axis. If �2�−����−2��q�	0, then solutions do not ex-
ist. Hence, the root locus with �2=0 never crosses the imagi-
nary axis for any �1�0. Otherwise, we have to check the
direction in which the root crosses the axis. The sign of the
real part of d� /d�1 at �= i�I is written by

Re	 d�

d�1
��=i�I

�2=0

= Re	 − i�I��1 − �q�exp�− i�I�1�
1 + ��1 − �q��1exp�− i�I�1�� .

�14�

In cases where ḡ�� ,�q�=0 has an unstable root at �1=�2=0
�i.e., inequality �9� holds�, if the sign �14� at the smallest
positive delay time of Eq. �12�, denoted by �min, and that at
the second smallest positive delay time, denoted by �s-min, are
negative and positive, respectively, then ḡ�� ,�q�=0 has no
unstable root for �1� ��min,�s-min� �see Fig. 1 and the solid
curve in Fig. 2�.

For case �iii�, �1 and �2 are assumed to have the relation
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FIG. 2. Sketch of the root locus of the characteristic equation
ḡ�� ,0�=0 with �2=0 and small positive �1 near the imaginary axis
��=3.0470, �=0.1854, �=� , ��=� /� ,�1� �0,3��.
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�2 = �1 − ��, �1 � �� , �15�

where �� is the time difference. Substituting �2=�1−�� and
�= i�I into ḡ�� ,�q�=0 yields

�1 + cos �I���cos �I�1 + sin �I�� sin �I�1 =
2� − �

��1 − �q�
,

�1 + cos �I���sin �I�1 − sin �I�� cos �I�1 =
� − �I

��1 − �q�
.

�16�

Note that the following two statements are equivalent: the
root of ḡ�� ,�q�=0 with �2=�1−�� never crosses the imagi-
nary axis and at least one equation of Eq. �16� does not hold.
The second statement can be used for designing the connec-
tion. Now, both sides of Eq. �16� are squared and added and
we have

cos �I�� =
�2� − ��2 + �� − �I�2

2�2�1 − �q�2 − 1. �17�

If Eq. �17� does not hold, then at least one equation of Eq.
�16� does not hold. Figure 3 sketches the left-hand side and
the right-hand side of Eq. �17�. The parabolic bold curve is
the right-hand side; the dotted �solid� cosine wave represents
the left-hand side for ��=� /� ���=1.5� /��. If the para-
bolic curve and cosine wave do not cross, Eq. �17� does not
hold. Therefore, we have only to find �� and � such that Eq.
�17� does not hold. Figure 3 illustrates that Eq. �17� does not
hold for ��=� /�. Thus, the root locus, the dotted curve
illustrated in Fig. 2, does not cross the imaginary axis for any
�1� ��� ,��.

On the basis of the above arguments, a procedure for de-
signing connection parameters is provided below. From the
topology of network oscillators, the eigenvalues of the
matrix L, �q�q=1, . . . ,N�, are estimated in advance. The
steady state Z�=0 is stable independently of �1 if we can
find the common time difference �� and strength � for all
�q�q=1, . . . ,N� such that the following statements are satis-
fied: if �−2��q�0, all of the three inequalities, 2�−��0,
�min	��	�s-min, and Re�d� /d�1��=i�I,�2=0	0, are satisfied;
if �−2��q	0, either 2�−��0 or both 2�−�	0 and
��	�min is/are satisfied; Eq. �17� does not hold for any
�I�R. The above procedure requires us to use trial-and-error

testing and some numerical computations to determine ��
and �. The following section presents a simple systematic
procedure that does not need such a laborious process.

IV. SIMPLE DESIGN PROCEDURE

This section describes a simple design procedure that does
not require a trial- and-error testing and various numerical
computations. In order to simplify our analysis, this section
deals with the eigenvalues �q as a parameter �� �0,2�.

Substituting �=�R+ i�I into ḡ�� ,��=0, its real and imagi-
nary parts are given by

�R − � + ��2 − DR�1 − ��� = 0, �I − � + �DI�1 − �� = 0,

�18�

where

DR ª exp�− �R�1�cos �I�1 + exp�− �R�2�cos �I�2,

DI ª exp�− �R�1�sin �I�1 + exp�− �R�2�sin �I�2.

For simplicity, the coupling strength � and the delay time �2
are set to �=� and �2=0, respectively. As a result, Eq. �18�
can be reduced to

�R + �� − ��1 − ��exp�− �R�1�cos �I�1 = 0,

�I − � + ��1 − ��exp�− �R�1�sin �I�1 = 0. �19�

Figure 4�a� shows the root locus of Eq. �19� for �1�0. The
bold curve with circle � �square �� indicates the root locus
with �=0 ��=2�. The thin lines with � and � ends are the
loci for �� �0,2�. At �1=0, the root locus is on the segment
given by �R+ i�I=��1−2��+ i� for �� �0,2� �see the dotted
line in Fig. 4�a��. The segments at �1=�� /3, 2�� /3, and ��
in Fig. 4�a� rotate around the point �−� ,�� in clockwise
direction with increasing �1. In addition, Fig. 4�a� implies
that the segment with �1 greater than a certain value lies in
the left half plane.

Let us fix the delay times as �1=��=� /� and �2=0.
Then, the Eq. �19� has the root

�R + �� + ��1 − ��exp�− �R�/�� = 0, �I = � . �20�

The segment becomes a horizontal straight line with ends
that are the roots of �R+� exp�−�R� /��=0 and �R+��2
−exp�−�R� /���=0. It should be noted that �R=0 does not
satisfy the first equation of Eq. �20� for any �� �0,2�. There-
fore, the straight line does not intersect with the imaginary
axis. The line is within the left half plane or the right half
plane. It is easy to see that the root �R for �=1 on the line is
�R=−�. Thus, these facts guarantee that the line is within the
left half plane �see Fig. 4�a��. The argument can be summa-
rized as follows. If the coupling strength and the delay times
are set to �=�, �1=� /�, and �2=0, then the homogeneous
steady state Z� of the network oscillator is stable for any
network topology.

The delay times are now set to �1�� /� and �2=�1
−� /�. As shown in Fig. 4�b�, the straight line obtained
above also rotates around the point �−� ,�� in the clockwise
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FIG. 3. Sketch of the left-hand and right-hand sides of Eq. �17�
with �q=0 ��=3.0470, �=0.1854, �=��.
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direction with increasing �1 and �2. We notice that if �R=0 is
not a solution of Eq. �18� for any �1�� /� and any �
� �0,2�, then the segment never intersects with the imagi-
nary axis. This implies that the stability of Z� remains for
any �1�� /� independently of the network topology. We
shall prove below that �R=0 is not a solution of Eq. �18�.
Substituting ��=� /� and �=� into Eq. �17� yields

cos �I
�

�
=

�2 + �� − �I�2

2�2�1 − ��2 − 1. �21�

It is clear that, if there exist no �I satisfying Eq. �21�, then at
least one equation of Eq. �18� does not hold. This shows that
�R=0 is not a solution of Eq. �18�. Now let us prove that the
functions of the left-hand side and the right-hand side of Eq.
�21� for �I do not intersect. At �I=�, these sides are −1 and
1 / �2�1−��2�−1, respectively. The derivative coefficients of
these sides are −�� sin��I� /��� /� and ��I−�� / ��2�1−��2�,
respectively; thus, for � /���, the coefficient of the left-
hand side is less �greater� than that of the right-hand side for
any �I�� ��I	��. This fact guarantees that Eq. �21� does
not hold for any �I�R and any �� �0,2�.

The above arguments are summarized as follows. For
� /���, if the coupling strength and the delay time are set

to �=� and �2=�1−� /�, then the homogeneous steady state
Z� of the network oscillator is stable independently of the
network topology for any long �1� �� /� ,��.

V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In this section, the stability analysis mentioned in the pre-
vious sections is confirmed using a well-known chaotic-
circuit model. Let us consider a network, the nodes of which
are governed by the well-known double-scroll oscillator �67�

ẋ j�t� = ���xj
�2��t� − xj

�1��t� − f�xj
�1��t���

xj
�1��t� − xj

�2��t� + xj
�3��t�

− �xj
�2��t�

� + u j�t� . �22�

The nonlinear function is described by f�x�ªbx+ �b−a���x
−1�− �x+1�� /2. The circuit parameters are given by
�� ,� ,a ,b�. The variable x j�t�ª �xj

�1��t� xj
�2��t� xj

�3��t��T is the
three-dimensional system state of oscillator j at time t. The
oscillator without coupling has the three fixed points, x

�

ª �p 0 � p�T and x0
�
ª �0 0 0�T, where pª �b−a� / �b

+1�. To simplify our discussion, we focus on the stabilization
of x+

�; our discussion can be similarly used for the other fixed
point x−

�.
The coupling signal u j�t� of oscillator j is described by

u j�t� = K 1

dj



k=1

N

cjk�xk�t − �1� + xk�t − �2��� − 2x j�t�� .

�23�

Here, K�R3�3 is the coupling matrix that we need to de-
sign. The oscillator with connection �23� around x+

� is gov-
erned by

ẏ j�t� = Ay j�t� + K 1

dj



k=1

N

cjk�yk�t − �1� + yk�t − �2���
− 2y j�t�� ,

where y j�t�ªx j�t�−x+
� and A is the Jacobi matrix of the non-

linear function in Eq. �22� at x+
�.

Assume that the eigenvalues of A are given by a real
eigenvalue � and a pair of complex-conjugate eigenvalues
� i�. The transformation of a variable and suitable cou-
pling matrix, y j�t�=Tŷ j�t� and K=T diag�� ,� ,0�T−1, allows
us to obtain two independent subsystems:

	 ẏ̂ j
�1��t�

ẏ̂ j
�2��t�

� = 	� − �

� � �	 ŷ j
�1��t�

ŷ j
�2��t� �

+ �	 1

dj


k=1

N

cjk	 ŷk
�1��t − �1�

ŷk
�2��t − �1� �

+ 	 ŷk
�1��t − �2�

ŷk
�2��t − �2� ��� − 2�	 ŷ j

�1��t�
ŷ j

�2��t� � , �24�
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FIG. 4. Root locus of Eq. �19� ��=3.0470, �=0.1854, ��
=� /��. �a� �1�0, �2=0. �b� �1��t , �2=�1−��.
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ẏ̂ j
�3��t� = �ŷ j

�3��t� . �25�

The real matrix T consists of the eigenvectors of A. Obvi-
ously, system �25� behaves independently of system �24�; we
note that system �25� with �	0 is a stable scalar system and
that system �24� is the same as system �3�. According to the
simple design procedure in the preceding section, when
� /��� and �	0 are satisfied, we note that coupling �23�
with K=T diag�� ,� ,0�T−1 and �2=�1−� /� stabilizes the
fixed point x+

� for any long �1� �� /� ,��.
Now the parameters are fixed at �� ,� ,a ,b�= �9,14

+2 /7,−8 /7,−5 /7� in accordance with Ref. �67�. For fixed
points x

� , the eigenvalues of A are ��−3.9421, � i�
�0.1854 i3.0470; hence, we see that � /��� is satisfied.
The coupling matrix K designed above is given by

K � �+ 0.0031 + 0.2498 − 0.0634

+ 0.0278 + 0.1473 + 0.0097

+ 0.1006 − 0.1379 + 0.2203
� .

In the case of �1�0 and �2=0, the root locus of system �24�
with the designed matrix K is shown in Fig. 4�a�. It can be
seen that the root segment at �1=� /� lies in the left half
plane. Further, for �1�� /� and �2=�1−� /�, the segment
rotates in the clockwise direction with increasing �1 and �2,
but never cross the imaginary axis, as shown in Fig. 4�b�.
These numerical results agree well with the stability analysis.

As a numerical example, we employ a small-world net-
work �68�. Every node is coupled to its nearest neighbors
�i.e., one-dimensional ring-type lattice with periodic bound-
ary� and Nc shortcuts, the ends of which are randomly chosen
pairs of nodes, are added to the lattice. In particular, the
elements cjk are given by the following procedure: cj�j+1�
=c�j+1�j =1, ∀ j� �1,N−1�, and c1N=cN1=1 for the imple-
mentation of a one-dimensional ring-type lattice; choose Nc
pairs of nodes �j ,k� randomly and connect them as cjk=ckj
=1; set the other elements to zero. It is easy to check that
matrix L used in Eq. �4� is self-adjoint and positive semifi-
nite. Thus, the matrix K and the delay difference �� based on
our stability analysis can be applied to the coupled double-
scroll oscillators on the small-world network. Figure 5�a�
shows the time-series data of the oscillators coupled by a
single long time-delay connection ��1=�2=20�. The initial
condition x j�t−��=x0 , ∀ �� �0,�1� is randomly chosen
within �x0

�1,2,3��	0.1. The state variables of the first oscillator,
x1

�1�, x1
�2�, and x1

�3�, do not converge on a fixed point. In con-
trast, from Fig. 5�b�, it can be seen that the connection with
two time delays, �1=20 and �2=20−� /�, induces the stabi-
lization of x+

�. According to our stability analysis, the stabi-
lization remains even if the delay times are extended as long
as one wants.

VI. DISCUSSIONS

This section discusses the relation between our results and
those of related studies. To our knowledge, very little work is
currently available in the published literature on phenomena
regarding oscillators coupled with multiple-delay connec-
tions. However, if our results are restricted to the stabiliza-

tion of isolated oscillators, they would be related to several
previous studies on multiple-delay systems.

Let us restrict our results to the stabilization of isolated
oscillator: N=1, c11=1, d1=1, and �1=0. The characteristic
Eq. �5� is simplified as g���ª ḡ�� ,0�=0. Thus, it is clear
that our results are also valid for the isolated oscillator, since
the simplified characteristic equation describes a specific
case of Eq. �5� with N=1 and �1=0. For �=0.1854 and �
=3.0470, the marginal stability curves for the isolated oscil-
lator are shown as black curves in Fig. 1. Evidently, the
simple design procedure is still valid. For � /���, if �=�,
�1�� /�, and �2=�1−� /�, then the fixed point Z�=0 of the
oscillator is stable for any �1� �� /� ,��.

Hastings analyzed the stability of a fixed point in a modi-
fied Lotka-Volterra model including two time delays ��1,2�
�69,70�. Although the characteristic equation of this model
has the two time delays, the structure of this equation is quite
different from that of ḡ�� ,�q�=0 in Eq. �6�. The stability
region in the parameter space ��1 vs �2� was numerically
provided; we can see a long band of stability in this space.
Hence, there would exist the relation such as Eq. �15� in this
band. However, no analytical investigation on this band is
available.

Blyuss et al. showed that unstable steady states in neutral
time-delayed systems with �1 can be stabilized by the de-
layed feedback control with �2 �71�. There is a difference
between the characteristic equation of this feedback system
and ḡ�� ,0�=0 in Eq. �6�. In the former, the coefficient of
exp�−��1� depends on �; in contrast, both coefficients of
exp�−��1� and exp�−��2� in the latter case are independent
of �. Although this difference is significant in terms of sta-
bility analysis, the stability region in the parameter space ��1
vs �2� in Ref. �71� is quite similar to the region with black
curves ��q=0� shown in Fig. 1.

Ahlborn and Parlitz proposed MDFC method to stabilize
unstable steady states of isolated oscillators �58,59�. As the
characteristic equation of the MDFC system is equal to
ḡ�� ,0�=0 in Eq. �6�, the stability region in the parameter
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FIG. 5. Time-series data of the first oscillator: x1
�1,2,3� �N

=50, Nc=5�. �a� Single time delay ��1=�2=20�. �b� Two time de-
lays ��1=20, �2=20−� /��.
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space ��1 vs �2� in Refs. �58,59� is also the same as the
region bounded by black curves ��q=0� shown in Fig. 1.
Although the MDFC system has a single characteristic equa-
tion ḡ�� ,0�=0, the characteristic Eq. �5� is a product of N
functions ḡ�� ,�q�, �q=1, . . . ,N�. We may regard the stabili-
zation with the MDFC as a specific case of amplitude death
in oscillators �1� coupled by connection �2�.

Lu et al. investigated the MDFC systems with two time
delays from the viewpoints of control system theory �72�.
They considered general dynamical systems and provided a
systematic procedure based on the linear matrix inequality
technique to design the feedback gain matrix. This procedure
is useful for designing the gain; however, the two delays
cannot be designed using this procedure. In other words, a
trial-and-error work is needed to design them. Since this pro-
cedure is derived on the basis of the Lyapunov function, the
stability analysis would be conservative.

From the previous studies �58,59,69–71� mentioned
above, we note that the stability regions in the parameter
space ��1 vs �2� are quite similar despite of the difference in
their characteristic equations. We believe that this fact is
worth investigating in detail; specifically, a general time-
delayed system incorporating the work of previous studies
should be analyzed theoretically. Furthermore, it would be
important to develop a systematic procedure for designing
long delay times for the general systems.

The present paper has investigated the stability of net-
works on the assumption under which all of the oscillators
are identical. Although this assumption simplifies our stabil-
ity analysis, it would not be practical for physical systems.
Thus, the parameter mismatch of oscillators should be taken
into the consideration in analyzing the stability. Further stud-
ies are needed to clarify the influence of the mismatch on the
stability.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has shown that multiple long delay connec-
tions can induce the stabilization of a steady state in network
oscillators. A simple systematic procedure for designing the
coupling strength and the delay-time relation was proposed.
The designed connection is valid for any long delay times
and any network topology. Our analytical results are applied
to the well-known double-scroll circuit model on a small-
world-type network.
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